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NUMEROUS BOOKS (RE ADDED TO MR. IKE CONTINUES TALK
DR. JOHN W. WAYLAND STARTS ON ROLL OF HONOR FOR FIRST
FIRST DAME OF SEASON VICTORY
REGULAR LIST FOR WINTER
OR HISTORY OF COLLEGE TOUR OF WESTERN UNITED STATES
QUARTER 1925-26 IS READ FOR H. T. C. VARSITY DISKETEERS
QUARTER
GIVES OBSERVATIONS AND EX^ TO VISIT WEST AND SOUTH. EX- SOME CHANGE MADE IN WAY OF
USEFUL BOOKS ADDED TO LIBRARY COLLECTION TO MEET
POPULAR DEMAND

PERIENCES SINCE COMING TO
. , •
H. T. C.

PECTS TO RtTURN FOR
SPRING QUARTER

DETERMINING THOSE ON
HONOR ROLL

COMPLETELY OUTCLASSING
BRIDGEWATER PURPLE AND
GOLD. WIN 3W4.

Dr. Wayland, .who has been a loyThe Roll of Honor for the first
Following previous references to al member of the faculty since the
Opening the season with a bang,
the history, traditions, and develop- schoool began starts the latter part quarter of the session 1925-26 was Harrisonburg defeated Bridgewater
Quite a number of new books, both ment of Harrisonburg Teachers Colof next week, on hit leave of absence, read by Dr. Converse in Assembly College 36-16 Friday night, January
of fiction and non-fiction, have re- lege, Mr. Duke continued the sub- and expects to be gone about two Wednesday. In former years a merit 8, on the opponent's floor.
cently been added to the collection ject of the Harrisonburg spirit in Asmonths. He will .tour the Middle roll consisted of the names of those
Rosen quickly made the first goal
in the Library. Many of these books sembly, Wednesday1.
West, going first to Denver, Colorado, young ladies whose grades for the and the game started off and continuwhich have not been in the library
Coming as a stranger to Harrison- then South to Sant« Fe, New Mexico, quarter averaged as near A as B or ed in a way to delight the twenty
before have been in great demand,
burg when the College was only ten Kl Paso, San Antoiio, Houston, and nearer A than B. The merit roll at boosters of the purple and gold who
and some of the older popular and
years old, Mr. Duke had an advan- New Orleans. Aft^r a short stay in present is made on the same basis accompanied the team. The Harrisuseful books have been completelytage of observing and noticing cer- northern Florida ar>d South Carolina with the exception, an A on any onburg six played in unison and kept
worn out by handling, reading or
tain characteristics of the student he will return homi, Everyone hopes course is considered to stand for as well ahead of the opposing team. At
studying. It was, therefore, necesbody which was denied the members to have Dr. Waymnd back on the many A's as the course gives credit the end of the first half the score stosary to purchase the new books and
of the faculty who had been in the campus for the Spring Quarter in his points, and so on. That is to say.the od 21-7 in favor of Harrisonburg.
replace the old ones.
same positions for a longer time. He old position on the Faculty and the grades are weighted according to the
The second half was not characterThe books of fiction may be divided
best wishes of the student body go value in points of the course.
found
that
the
term
Harrisonburg
ized
by the spectacular shots of the
into three groups—the old fiction,
Those making the Honor Roll were: first.
Spirit was more than a mere slogan. with him on his trip.
Bridgewater rrtade a higher
the new fiction, consisting of those
Seniors: Satllie Blosser, Virginia score than in the first half, and inThere were things back ofrit which
books written in 1925 and a few in
gave it a meaning deeper than simply MISS HELEN SMITH SPEAKS Buchanan, Annie Councill, Emma terest rose accordingly. The game
1924, and juvenile fiction. The stora saying, it was something real.
ON MISSIONARY WORK Dohl, Thelma Eberhart, Louise El- ended 36-16 to the glory of H. T. C.
ies of some of these books have been
liott, Bertha McCollum. Frances SelThe line up:
There stood out in Mr. Duke's
—1~
shown on the screen.
lers, Helen Walker.
Misss
Helen
H.
Sfaith
of
Mt.
HolyBridgewater
Harrisonburg
According to their dassification mind as a result of these observations
Juniors: Elizabeth Ellmore, Nora May
oke College spoke in Y. W. C. A.
F.
—Rosen
and
experiences
three
characteristics
the books of fiction are as follows:
F.
Tuesday night on ''Why I Want to Hossley, Sarah Elizabeth Thompson, Humbert
Kelly
particular
to
the
Harrisonburg
stuNEW FICTION
Trimmer
J. C.
, Go into Foreign Missionary Work. " Helen Yates.
•
Miller
dents.
He
noticed
.first,
the
friendly
Dark Laughter—Anderson; The
Miss Smith is a traveling secretary f Sophomores: Mary Armentrout, Cline
S. C.
Nickell
Mysteries of Ann—Brown; Drums— spirit which existed between the stu- for the Student Volunteer Movement. Hilda Blue. Elizabeth Buck, Elizabeth
Early
G.
Jackson
dents,
between
the
members
of
the
Boyd; The Chicken Wagon Family—
She was born in Foochow, China, and Everett, Helen Goodson, Annie Os- Stump
G.
Banks
Benefield; The Haven—Collins; The faculty, and between the faculty and
borne.
Pearle
Rector,
Katie
Lee
Ralattended
Shanhai
American
School,
Substitutes;
Bridgewater:
Gilbert
Red Badge of Courage—Crane; The the students. It is difficult always
afterwards teaching Chinese for a ston, Thelma Taylor, Virginia Tur- for May; Ruebush for Cline; Fiber for
Professor's House—Cather; Friends of for students to have open minds to
while. After finishing hfer prepara- pin.
Earlv.
Mr. Sweeney—Davis; Clothes Make instruction when there is a wide gulf
Freshmen: Grace Clevenger, Elization in the United States Miss Smith
Harrisonburg: Weams for Jackson;
between
the
students
and
the
faculty.
the Pirate—Day, produced on the
beth Mason, Mary Gordon Philips, Gent is for Banks.
intends
to
return
to
China
as
a
misSecond, the willingness of the stuscreen; Spanish Acres—Evarts; Sound-Madeline Whitlock, Mildred Williamsionary.
Referee: Captain Brown.
ings—Gibbs; High Noon—Garstin; dents to do things which they did not
son, Gertrude Younger.
In
discussing
her
reason
for
chooswish
to
do.
This
attitude
was
due
Barren Ground—Glasgow; Arrowing China as her field of work, Miss
TRIP TO THE GROTTOES
s m i t h—Lewis; "Gentlemen Prefer probably to belief on the part of the
Smith brings out, the points that
GLEE
CLUB
SINGS
Student
body
in
the
good
will,
the
Blondes"—Loos; The Reluctant Duchin a nation newly a&akened to a feelPeople seldom visit caves in the
ess—Miller; The Unhurrying Chase— L;'OIHI niotivi% and the good judgment ing of nationalism all sorts of interThe Glee Club gave some musical winter when the snow is on the
Prescott; Romance and Jane Weston of the faculty, and conversely the
esting things are taking place. To
—Pryce; The Red Lamp—Rineharl; belief of the members of the faculty watch and help a new nation grow is numbers on the program given at the ground, but, contrary to this statesecond annual meeting of the Shen- ment. Miss Shaeffer, Mrs. Ray Brown
Red of the Redfields— Richmond; Mr. in the inherent goodness of the stua wonderful work. To watch the ed- andoah Valley, Inc., which was held of Harrisonburg, Louise Elliot.t VirBisbee's Princess—Street; The Red dents. Many problems were brought ucational system develop from someMass—Williams; Portrait of a Man before Mr. Duke during the first thing crude and inefficient to some- Wednesday, January 13, in the New ginia Campbell, and Thelma Eberhart
Virginia Theatre.
went to the Grottoes Friday afteryears of his position as president of
with Red Hair—Walpole.
thing powerful and useful is also inThe
Glee
Club
sang
at
11:30
and
noon, January 8. They not only went
the
Harrisonburg
Normal;
and
now
OLD FICTION
teresting.
Chinese students are the following numbers were given:
to see the cave, but to have their piceven
though
there
has
beeii
a
great
Huntingtower—Buchdn; Lorna
greatly respected In China for their
Waters of Minnetonka, Thank God tures taken in the cave to be used as
Doone—Blackmore; A Lost Lady— increase in the number of students, intellectual ability; artisans next beCather; Tales of Sherlock' Holmes- there has been an improvement in cause they produce; farmers because for a Garden, Just Smiling, Kissing's advertisements.
The trip itself was lovely and the
Doyle; The Lost World—Doyle, pro- the standards 'of conduct and the they raise food, and soldiers last be- No Sin, I Want to Be Happy. Land of
Mine.
Cave seemed a welcome spot on such
duced on the screen; Janice Meredith, number of problems are fewer. It is cause they destroy.
Following this was a musical stunt a cold day. They looked at the var—Ford, produced on the screen; The believed by Mr. Duke that the stuHer second reason for going to on the site of the National Park.
ious formations, both stalactites and
dent
body
is.
becoming
more
rational
Prisoner of Zenda—Hope, has been
China is to give them the benefit of
stalagmites.
The colors in these forand
less
emotional.
produced on the screen, and a play,
working out their problems in the
mations
were
lovely and those inter"Princess Flavia," is now being conH, E. TEACHERS
The third point which was noticed best way—as is exemplified in the
esting the visitors most were "The
structed based on this book; The was that pride in personal achieve- Christ-way; to share with them the
Spanish Dancer—Hugo, produced on ment and conduct grows from devo- knowledge and love of Christ.
The Home Economics Student Tea- Lost Child," "The CapitoL""Cathedthe screen; Selected stories from tion to the ideals of the college. And
chers
for this quarter are taken from ral Hall," "The Black Cat." ancT'The
There will be a conference of the
O'Henry—Porter; Christina Alberta's! out of this pride there grows an intan- Virginia Student Volunteer's Union the Senior class. Those who are tea- Bridal Veil. "
With the bright lights used for
Father—Wells; Wintergreen—Laing; gible spirit of pride in the standards in Richmond in February or March. ching at Bridgewater, Kiester School,
photographing
in caves, the men were
Free Air—Lewis; The Call of the of excellence which is achieved by The purpose of the Student Volunteer or Waterman School are: Jennie
able
to
take
eight
pictures. w These
Wild—London; Pandora Lifts the the students. No girl who attempts movement is to unite the volunteer Clarkson, Kate Estes, Adrienne Goodrequired
much
time,
patiendb, and
Lid—Morley and Marquis; When any work, whether in class work, or in singleness of purpose and Christian win, 'Ruth Kirkpatrick, and Virginia
energy as the least little movement
Knighthood Was in Flower—Major, whether in some phase of work which inspiration, and permeate the organ- Wiley.
might ruin the picture. A new lightproduced on the screen; Mother— reflects more largely on the school ization to which they belong with a
Norris; The Amazing Interlud^fc- as a whole, feels that she is ex- spirit for foreign missions. Second, DONT MISS THE CONCERT ing arrangement is being planned for
the cave which will enhance its
Rinehart; The Van Roon—Snaith; hibiting the real spirit of the College to consider the relationship to Christbeauty. This will probably be comCaptain Blood—Sabatine; Daddy Long unlesss the very best of work is done. ian World Enterprise.
Don't miss hearing the concert to- pleted by April of this year.
Legs—Webster, produced on the
night in Sheldon after the game!
Loyalty is born of appreciation
screen; The Wrong Tiwin—Wilson. and is built up of the beliefs in the
The Bridgewater and Blue Stone
PHILATHEA
CLASS
JUVENILE FICTION
APOLOGY
Orchestras, with a vocal quartet also
good motives and standards of the
ORGANIZES
Atlantic Treasurery of Childhood thing most interested in.
from Bridgewater, will furnish an
The Breeze wishes to apologize to
Stories—Hodgkins; The Pope's Mule
On Sunday, January 10, the Phil- unusual treat for everyone. No one
The Ideal Teacher was the subject
Miss
Pamelia Ish for omitting her
—Daudet (1925); The Sly Giraffe—
chosen by Mr. Duke for the talk athea class of the Baptist Sunday can afford to miss it! And bring a name from the article naming ^he
Dodd (1925).
which he gave to the Assembly Fri- School elected the new officers for the few nickels just to give the one who new faculty members.
Miss Ish is
Among the non-fiction class of new
welcomes you at the door. 20 cents.
day. The Ideal Teacher by Dr. Geo- second quarter.
now
teaching
Geography
at
H. T. C.
books may be found psychological,
They are:
rge Herbert Palmer, upon which the
scientific, and many other clearly difPresident—Sadie Williams, Vice- DE MOSS ENTERTAINERS
ferentiated types of works.
Then, talk was based was a discussion of the President—Frances Bass, Secretary—
THURSDAY Y. W.
points which go to make up an ideal
AT METHODIST CHURCH
too, there are a group of miscellanMarjorie
Ober,
Treasurer—Ethel
Davteacher gathered by Dr. Palmer dureous ones.
The Y. W. C. A. resumed its reging years of experience as a teacher. is, Chairman of Program Committee
The DeMoss Entertainers will give ular Thursday evening meetings last
The books of non-fiction according
—Annie Councill, Choirester—Emma
Having an aptitude for vicariousa musical concert Thursday evening, Thursday. Mildred Williamson conto their classification are as follows;
Dold, Assistant Choirester—Nora Hosness,
having
already
accumulated
January
21, at 7:30 in the Methodist ducted the meeting and the usual dePSYCHOLOGICAL
sley.
wealth,
being
able
to
invigorate
life
Church.
This family has given more votional service was carried out.
Gate's Psychology for Students in
through
knowledge,
and
possessing
concerts,
entertained more people, Mary Drewery spoke to the Y. W.
Education; General Practice in KinATTENTION
traveled more years and in more about the great value of the Associadergarten; Education in the United the readiness to be forgotten, are
countries than any other musical tion to each member and urged that
States; Changing Conceptions Rela- four essentials which one should posCome prepared to yell!
family in the world.
A pleasant every one attend more regularly durtive to the Planning of Lessons— sess in striving to become as nearly
Where? To the gym.
evening of the best music may be ex- ing the present quarter and thereby
Mossman; Why We Behave Like Hu- ideal as possible.
When? Tonight at 7:15
pected.
Tickets for adults are 50 help to make the meetings more benman Beings—Dorsey.
Why? Because your team meets
cents
and
those
for children 25 cents. eficial to each person concerned. GerSCIENTIFIC
EVERYBODY COME
Bridgewater in its second game this
Guide to the Trees—C. C. Curtis;
trude Younger read an article from
year.
Everyone come to the game tonight
Trees, Stars, and Birds— Moseley.
Our Varsity appears on the home the Y. W. Bulletin, while the rest of
How? In any conventional way—
and support the team. Then come
floor for the first time tonight. the meeting was devoted to the usual
(Continued to Page 2, Column 5.) to Sheldon and support the orchestra. (Continued to Page 3, Column 2.) Everybody come to cheer them on.
prayer and devotional service.
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A TIME FOR EVERYTHING
We all know that there is a place
for everything and that everything
should be in its place. There is a
time for work and a time for play
and each is right in its place. All
of us have always known that these
statements are true and that the
world in general seems a better place
in which to live if we find a correct
place for everything.
Mr. Chappelear, in his talk in
chapel this week, emphasized this
fact very greatly- He said that many
of us have formed habits of reading,
studying, and writing letters in
chapel. These facts are very true
because there are a number of us
who use chapel periods to do the best
part of our letter writing and studying. Chapel is a time that is supposed to be devoted to worship anc
not to our academic duties. Few
of us realize what we are doing when
we read and write in chapel, but it
is a serious matter and one which
should be considered. All of us
should come to chapel to devote that
time to prayer and consequently
other duties should be completed elsewhere.
It is disrespectful to the
speaker in chapel and it is very unbecoming for any of us to use our
chapel period for duties other than
those of prayer and worship. Mr.
Chappelear said that there was a
time and place for everything but
unlesss these tasks were completed
in their proper places, they are very
unbecoming to us.
Every one should think this matter
over and realize the great truth in it,
because, after all, it is a serious proposition. Hereafter, let's all come
to chapel to worship and let's leave
other duties to be completed elsewhere.
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WOOD-BE-WISDOM

OUR GIVE AND TAKE
Our exchanges are like all other
phases of life. There is give and take
among them Each paper shares what
it has with any other which may want
it.
These papers carry news from all
TOM SAYS:
parts of the country and let the schoIn this cold weather I wish I
ols and colleges know what each other
were a house cat instead of a
is doing. They not only carry new3
campus cat.
-*
but news ideas. For there are different ideas in each one. And per"What did you do when your girl
haps one idea will give some other complained of being cold?"
struggling editor another happy
"Made her a coat-of arms."
thought. And so the good work goes
Teacher: "What happened to Sampon.
son when he pulled the pillars down?"
Willie:
"He got fallen arches, I
THAT SAVED TIME
guess."
We are always hearing some one
say that she must do this or that beSaid the Cynic: "Life is just one
cause it saves time. This is quite a fool thing after another; love is just
commendable process. Because when two fool things after each other.
a thing can be done in little time,
why take a long time?
Mr. Chappelear—"What kind of
Buf, as one of our professors has leaf does the horse chestnut have?"
intimated, what do we do with all
Claire Lay—"A horse chestnut leaf,
this time we are so careful to save? of course. "
Do/we employ it in some useful way
or do we merely waste it? When we A (lea and a fly and a flue
really consider; do we really save Were imprisoned so what could thev
this time which we so carefully save?
I
do?
"Let us flee," said the fly
PEOPLE
"Let us fly," said the flea
So they flew through a flaw in the
People. The world is full of peoflue.
ple. All kinds of people, tall people,
ihort people; fat people, thin people;
Patient—"What's good for headhappy people, grouchy people. We
ache, Doctor?"
meet them every day. We pass them
Doctor—"Stick your head in a buc>n the street. Speak tothem. Talk ket of water three times and take it
to them. Work with them.
out twice."
They are a big part of our everyday
ife. We take from them. We give
"Rastus, who is dat solvent lookto them. Not because we want to.
ing
gentheman speculatin' up and
Not because they want to. It is a
simple, natural process. The things down de isles widd de gold obstacles?"
we give and take are not mater-! "Don' yuh organize him?"
lal things. They are unseen, unex-1 "No, Ah don' organize him. Ah's
plainable, iiitangle. Yet they are as! never been induced by him."
"l'se franchised yuh don't organ.nuch a part of us as a hand or a foot.
ize
him.
He's de most confiscated
We have to live with people. Work
man
in
our
whole diaphragm. He's
with them.
Have intrecourse with
them. We couldn't change it if we de new pasture at our church."

«

r

'—

Does India's coral strand have a diamond clasp?
If there were a gap in the sermon the people would leave and not yawn."
Much unknown information is imparted on "The Spur of the Moment."
The only way tp be stylish is to see that there are a few flakes of snow
on the ground, that the walks are well cleaned, and that your goloshes
sound like sleigh-bells.
The man who invented the tops to tooth paste tubes desised that women
be given a situation as difficult as the wandering colla* buttons of -the
stronger sex. '
Everyone whp wears a green sweater and a purple skirt is not going to
a tacky party.
We look on the bright side of life. In fact we can enjoy having a
tooth pulled if the dentist is unmarried and good looking.
,
What would the village gossip do if her tongue were as short as the
Freshman's vocabulary?
Typewriters are just<like Fords.- They are always going bad on you.

PRACTICE-THEN PERFECTION
They are here, they are there, and
everywhere, those faint strains of
music that so timidly pierce the air.
They echo throughout the dormitories, down the walks, and some have
even been known to have been heard
between here and Flippo's.
Why?
Well, the Freshmen have ventured
upon the voyage of music and all
are spending their spare minutes
practicing in order to know their lessons.
If the amount of practice
has anything to do with the final
result, everyone is expecting the
Freshmen class to be perfection personified, because there are very few
minutes during the day or night that
these familiar echoes cannot be
heard.

SO BIG" SCORES POPULAR
HIT

(Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
PERTAINING TO PLAYS AND
ACTING
Short Plays of Various TypesSmith; The Art of Make-Up—Chalmers; Acting and Play ProductionAndrews, and Weirick; How to Produce Amateur Plays—Clark.
FOLK SONG AND GYMNASIUM
WORK
Folk Songs of the South—J. H.
Cox) Boys' Games Among the N. A.
Indians—Stow.
MISCELLANEOUS
News Wrting for High SchoolsBorah; Classical Literature and Antiquities Dictionary—Harper; Essentials in Journalism—Harrington and
Frankenberg; The Self-directed
School—M i 11 e r <ind Hargreaves;
Words and Idioms—Smith; Representative Essays in Modern Thought
—Steeves and Ristine; Twelve Tests
of Character—Fosdick; Book of American Negro Spirituals—Johnson.
Several miscellaneous books have
been sold to the Library by the Virginia Teacher. Among them are the
following excellent works: The Library and the Community—Wheeler;
Geography—Barrows and Parker; The
Principal and his School—Cubberley;
Constructive School Discipline—
Smith; Life and Letters of W. H.
Page—Hendrick, this book is in condensed form and is used extensively
in school work; The Oregon Trail—
Parkman.
Other books have been ordered for
use especially in Mr. Logan's English classes.
The books have not
yet come and will not be put on general reference until quite a while
after they do arrive.

Saturday night the Aeolian Music
Club gave the College a rare treat
in the form of the movie "So Big."
The movie was taken from Edna Ferber's popular novel of the same
name. This novel first ran as a serial in a well known magazine under
the name "Selina." but its name was
changed to "So Big" when it appearwould. We wouldn't change it if we
ed in book form.
If
"practice
makes
perfect,"
we
could.
"So Big" is the story of Selina and
have every right to expect perfect
her
son. So Big. Selina is at first a
songbirds, through the efforts of the
LET'S DO IT!
society
girl but after the death of her
girls just being initiated into the
father,
she
has to teach. Her friends
Our team has started off-by mak- mysteries of music.
get
her
a
position
in the middle west
.
ing
a good showing. They have won
where the people were different from
Ruth
(reflectively)
"Anyone
readtheir first game. And a good beginany she had ever known.
ning counts for a lot in anything, ing my handwriting would certainly
She loves and marries Pervus Dethink
1
was
stammering.
"
.
fiut even tha{ isn t all
The team
Jong, one of these slow-witted, hardstill has to give time and energy to
My roommate is such a sound sleep- working men. After that her only
ASK THE SENIORS
practices and games. /They still have
er that the sound keeps me awake. pleasure is in her little son. When
to keep their pledge so that they will
her husband dies, she gives all her
The hardest part of writing an
be able to play well and do their
time and thought to giving her boy essay, or thesis, according to any SenA
Solid
Yarn
very best.
"This cold weather just chills me an education and to training him to ior on the campus, is tlje selection of
We also have a part in this. We
be a man.
a subject.
Faculty members are
must go to the games and support to the bone."
The story of her struggles and
"You should wear a thicker hat."
finding themselves almost swamped
our team in every way we can.
trials, of her triumph over Paula, an by demands for subjects which are
adventuress, and of her final saving easy, interesting, concrete and oriDr. Weems—"The first time I
SMILE AND BE HAPPY
COLLEGE VEGETABLE
of her son, make up the greater part j ginal; and there must be available
operated for appendicitis, it took me
of the story.
GARDEN
material on the subject. The too
an hour and twenty minutes. The
A smile or a frown. Which do you
Colleen Moore as Selina gave probhasty
selection of a subject may mean
second
time
it
took
me
about
forty
want?
While we are speaking of
The origin of the human race has
ably the best characterization of her
too
much
hard labor later on and of
minutes."
germs and deseases and epidemics wc been disputed.
Mr. Johnston disscreen career.
She proved herself course this calamity must be averted.
Helen Holladay—"Did you operate
might add that smiles and frowns are agrees with Mr. Darwin because Mr.
an excellent emotional actress.
Foresight of this kind is absolutely
both very contagious. There is quite Johnston says folks descended from on the same person both times?"
The movie was greatly enjoyed by necessary to the student in writing
Dr. Weems—','Why no, Helen, a
a difference, though, in the way we vegetables. If they did, we'd like
the student body and many members a satisfactory thesis.
person has only one appendix.
take these. Frowns are very serious to draw a few conclusions.
of the faculty. All during the picA large number of topics have aland we take them hard; then feel »N«te the following:
ture members of the Aeolian Club
ready
been selected, ranging in subblue and unhappy. Smiles are very, Carrots—red
Va. Campbell— (On visiting the played pretty and appropriate muject
matter
from convicts to calories.
very easily caught but the effects are
Elizabeth Rolston, Helen Walker; tea-room after eating lettuce for sic.
Candy and popcorn was sold A few have not as yet decided the
so nice that we like them. The ef- Hazel Mercer, Miss Wilson, Eila lunch) "Gee, but I'm hungry."
between reels, and the program was burning question of the day. The
fect of a smile is quite different
"Why, didn't they give you any- extremely popular.
Watts.
above mentioned requirements, one
from the effect of a frown for after
thing to eat?"
Onion—strength
must admit, are hard to fulfill. But
a smile we feel at peace with the
Virginia—"No, they just let U3
Bill Porter, Lorraine Gentis, FranSCERANTS
here's wishing them luck!
world and we are ready to go "on our
ces Herrick, Jessie Rosen, Miss Krei- graze."
way rejoicing" so how about smiling?
The word is made up not borrowed.
ner, Jack Weems.
It is sure to cheer some one.
Dr.
Gifford
says
that
soap
is
an
Ask
Virginia Campbell about it. It EFFECTS OF STAR GAZING
String beans—lengthy
seems to have originated from the
Mary Will Chandler, Ida Pinner, acquired want.
dolls whose hair stands on end at,a
Walking with one's head up in the
WHAT IS IT?
Courtney Garland, Dr. Converse.
How Sad!
moments notice. They were called air doesn't always pay.
It may
Eggplant—size
"Scarey Aunts." The word was run sometimes give an aristocratic air,
"Personality is you." This is a
Mr. Chappelear, Mildred Barrett, I woke to look upon a face,
together into "Scerants" and now it may be good for the soul, but then
statement we have read in "Pine Julia Reynolds, Louise Elliot, Hilda Silent, white and cold.
it may—as it happened in one case—
roommates are "Scerants. "
Whispers." And this made us sit up Blue, Mr. Dingledine.
Oh, friend, the agony I felt,
cause a serious (?) accident.
and think harder than usual. Just Radishes—sarcastic
Can never half be told.
She was walking serenely along the
what is "you?" How is one to tell?
Frances Clark, Miss Boje, Mr. McINSPIRATION
walk from Harrison to Sheldon, gazWe often say that this person has Ilwriiith, Katharyn Sebrell, Fannie We'd lived together but a year
ing intently up at the clouds which
a charming personality or that one Moncure.
Due to—
Too soon, it seemed to me,
has no personality at all. But do we Lettuce—green and fresh
were propitious of rain, trying to
Those gentle hands outstretched and I stands for idea
find a star and perhaps a moon, when
ever really know just where the difnihil
still.
N
Freshmen class.
ference lies? If we were asked, could
subject
she bumped into something awful oi
S
That toiled so Well for me.
something awful bumped into her—
we tell anyone what we mean?
(Continued from Page 1, Column 3.)
patience
V
Personality is lite many other just so you bring plenty reserve lung My waking thoughts had been of one, I
she didn't know which. The bump
interest
things, we recognize it when we power and pep and turn it all loose Who now to sleep had drooped.
was violent, she was dazed, she was
R
relevant
see it.
But only the gifted few in support of your team.
turned right around, not a word was
Twas hard to realize, oh, friend!
A
action
could ever define it. If we have it,
uttered, and as she looked at the hur"Harrisonburg's going to shine to- That my Ingersoll had stopped.
T
time
everyone knows it and considers us night" for "We'll give three cheers
ryng figure disappearing down the
intelligence
,1
fortunate. If we do not have it, we for the purple and gold" as the girls
walk she realized that it was
Back your Varsity,
They'll ap-'o
originality
just don't
"Roll up the score, higher, higher!"
preciate it.
need
a mast
N
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PERSONALS

NEWSPAPER NEWS

One bride,-in L»dor>. >« ^fceen
known to take her terrier to the altar
!.
with her. During the ceremony she
Week-end Trips
had one of her friends hold it, but
immediately afterwards took it in
Velma Davis-visited her home in her arms again and left the church
Shenandoah.
carrying it.
Frances Brock went to her home in
Will this become one of the newest
Lacey Springs.
fads? Only time can tell. But sureKathleen Snapp went to her home ty a gril should think more of her
in Elkton.
husband than of a dog, even a pet.
Catherine Yancey visited her family
in Keezletown."
It is reported ,that the famous old
Edna Terry went to Dayton. . London Bridge is in danger of "fallMarietta Kagey went to Dayton.
ing down. " This stone London Bridge
Julia Reynolds visited Mrs. W. O. is not the first one. "It was built a
Kagey in Dayton.
century ago, replacing another stone
Virginia Brumbaugh visited Mar- structure which replaced the famous
ietta Kagey at her home in Dayton. old wooden span which, after "fallEstelle Ruth Smith went to her ing clown" for centuries was so badly
home in Ft. Defiance.
damaged in the great fire of London
in 1666 that it had to be demolished."
Visitors on the Campus
Marian Smith had as guest E. R.
Lmmette of Madison, N. C.
Funny things are reported to be
W. S. Miller of Dayton -visited happening every day.
This storyNancy Dyche;
seems really impossible.
It is enCharlie Van Horn of W. & L. visit- titled "Boat and Imagination Stretch
ed Mildred Alphin.
in This Story."
Nelson Richards of Winchester vis"Fighting a lobster of huge proporited Sara Belie Shirkey.
tions 90 feet below the surface of the
North Sea was the experience of a
SNOW-MORE SNOW
German diver, who was experimenting with below-seas radio broadcast"Snow, snow, lovely snow!" Every- ing equipment.
body's saying it so why shouldn't we? - "Listeners-in in Hamburg, 100 miles
And the snow is pretty and good to away, Bremen, Hanover and even in
eat and good to ride on.
Berlin, heard his account of this litThere was a good deal of snow last tle event while it was in progress, 90
week and a lot of ice cream was made feet below the surface of the North
of various flavors and eaten with var- Sea.
ious effects. All around the campus
The diver related how a big lobscould be seen girls with huge bowls ter swam toward him, and when he
and spoons. One would have thought attempted to grab it, the giant crustthey were seeking buried treasures acean gave him battle with its great
but they were only looking for the scissor-like claws, which seized his
best "fall of snow." Then with bowls hand so forcibly that he felt an exheaping they returned to their rooms cruciating pain in spite of his thick
to make ice-cream with condensed rubber gloves.
[
milk, sugar, and any one of several
"The diver also described art eel,
flavors.
which he watched swallowing smaller
There have been sleigh-riding par- fish. He saw swarms of fish frightties with fun for all. Everyone en- ened, darting to and fro and looking
joys it but the practice teachers who like flocks of swallow, s"
have to wade around in it and even
then they enjoy it when they aren't
Some people jump into marriage
going back and forth to school.
in a hurry and then are ju§t as anSummer's nice but snow is lovely! xious to jump out.
But here are

H. T. G WHEN THE GIRLS
HAVE GONE
The days were loiig and cold and
bleak
Few cars were seen upon the street.
The campus was like a deserted town
'Twas because the girls were not
around.
__
The sun rose in its usual place
Everything wore the self same face
The crows ciime thick and black and
bold
'Twas because it was so very cold.
The buildings did not look just right
Everything was gloomy as night.
The boys were in the'other end of
town
Twas because the girls were not
around.
\ Mary Wrest

MY CREED

I

"Oh Girls, the prettiest slippers I've seen

To have no secret place wherein
I stoop unseen to shame or sin;
To be the same when I'm alone
As when my every deed is known;
To live undaunted, unafraid
Of any step that I have made;
To be without pretense or sham
Exactly what men think I am.

..

since I came to College are at

JOSEPH NEY & SONS
and you can buy them as low as $3.95.
There are others too, for $4.95 and $5.95
and we get 10 per cent discount too."
HH

************************

SHOES THAT ARE RIGHT
*
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
We have just received a new line of
AUTUMN SHOES FOR WOMEN
Colonial pumps in Blonde and Spike heels. Black Satin
with Spike and Box heels. Patent Leather pumps with
Spike or Boxed heels.
We are also showing a wonderful line of Fall and Winter
Pumps at $4.95.
B. NEY 8c SONS
Opposite Post Office

To live as gently as I can;
To be, no matter where, a man;
To take what comes of good or ill
And cling to faith and honor still;
To do my best and let that stand
The record of my brain and hand,
MHMHMHHHHHHHHHHHMMHHHHHHHI
And then, should failure come to me,
If you want it cleaned and
Still work and hope for victory.

jfcjtjejtjtjtj

WE DEVELOP AND

dyed send it to

PRINT PROMPTLY

BLATTS

KODAKS AND FILMS

We Call For and Deliver

The Dean Studio

PHONE 55
To leave some simple mark behind
****************** HHHHHHt*
To keep my having lived in mind;
If enmity to aught 1 show
To be an honest, generous foe,
**********
To play my little part, nor whine
That greater honors are not mine.
D
l+*l%'
20 North Main Sired, Hanaonburg, Va.
This, 1 believe, is all I need
for my philosophy and creed.
IxQLpri S A Fifth Avenue Shop at Your Door
—E. A. Guest.
THE DECLARATION
CHAMBER

We are showing a complete line of coats, dresses and
hats. 10 per cent discount on every purchase. See

The Declaration Chamber in Independence Hall in Philadelphia will be
a shrine of historical interest for visitors to the Sesquicentennial International Exposition, opening June 1,
1926, because of the fact that a series
o f tableaux depicting historical
events of one hundred and fifty years
ago will be given within the actual
confines of the room.
The Chamber, an excellent example
of English Renaissance architecture
of the Georgian period, retains the
original interior panelling and decorations, some of which have been removed. A portrait of George Washington hangs over the entrance door
and was painted from life during the
war by James Peale. The furniture
is the original of that used by the
Congress from 1775 to 1781.
The
silver inkstand used in signing the
Declaration is a precious exhibit in
the Chamb r.
The Assembly of the Province of
Pennsylvania in October, 1736( was
the first group to occupy the Chamber.
Its use by the Assembly continued
for a period of 39 years, up to the
Revolution, when the Continental
Congress convened there.
On July 4, 1776. the Declaration of
Independence was passed in the
Chamber.
On that day the document was read before the members.
Notable events that have taken
place in the Declaration Chamber
have been numerous.
Washington
accepted his appointment as General
and Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army on June 16( 1775. On
June 14, 1777, Congress adopted the
American flag.
The Federal Convention convened to frame a Constitution. The bodies of John Quincy
Adams, Henry Clay, and Abraham
Lincoln lay in state there.
Reproduction of some of these
events will be a part of the pageantry
features planned during the Exposition. ;

two people, Mr. and Mrs. John G.
De Baun who have stayed married
long enough to be able to celebrate
According to Mr. Johnson, for their golden wedding anniversary.
I whose opinion we have th« greatest
esteem, the study of the behavior of
"Bo n d s display steadier tone. "
water far surpasses anything else in' Really that sounds unusual. Since
the realm of truth or fiction. This when did bonds become musical?
indeed must be true for in the last Some things, at first glance, are quite
Saturday morning class, the students misleading.
all sat spell-bound, listening to the
thrilling escapades of water, and peltEverything seems to have a tening Mr. Johnson with question after
dency
to become internationalized.
question with an interest that even
And
radio
is following along in line.
Valentino could never arouse.
From
January
24 to 30 there are to
He tells them that their feeble imbe
overseas
tests
and many British
agination could never concoct wonand
Continental
stations may be
ders that are half as awe-inspiring as
heard.
It
is
predicted
that all radio
those of nature. So now all that is
fans
will
be
particularly
diligent
needed is some one to write a book,
those
days.
in the form of a novel rather than a
text entitled, "The Rollicking RoFashions come and go. And some
mance of the River,'' "The Soul of
the Splashing Stream." or the "Bab- say that there is nothing new under
the sun. A few years ago earrings
bling Brook's Beautiful" Beam."
were "the thing," but read this:' "Earrings can boast a long and interestLATE BREEZES
ing history, though their popularity
Breezes aren't always welcome; it necessarily depends largely upon the
just depends on the breeze. Every- fashions in hairdressing, says the
One of the
one longed for a breeze Saturday Manchester Guardian.
night and longed in vain. If it had first references to earrings is in Genebeen a hot summer night, the student sis, where they are said, to have been
body would probably have perspired sent, amongst other presents, by
Abraham to Rebekah before she marto the expiring point.
What was worse, the Breeze staff ried Isaac."
Even men used to wear them, the
had worked themselves ragged the
But this was
day after their return to the campus heavier the better.
to try and get a "Breeze" ready for among Eastern peoples and savage
Saturday night.
However, due to tribes. Picture a man of today wearthe heavy snow-storm the proof did ing such frivolous things. So much
not get back on time and the "Breeze" has civilization done for man.
came a day late but, nevertheless,
breezy.
Plumpness and long skirts seem
doomed to remain in the past so
RESULTS OF Y. W. PAY DAY styles indicate now. *"Bul designers
in England and France are trying to
The Y. W. had pay day Wednes- bring back a modified form of the
day, January 13. The office was the bustle. Who can imagine a combinlobby of Harrison Hall and strange ation of the bustle and knee-length
to lay, the place seemed rather pop- skirts. But they say the effect is
ular.
The various girls acting as "perfectly delightful."
caihiers were interested and seemed
to get a good "rush." Anyway, the
Let's have a hundred per cent at
Don't miss the Concert tonight in
results, all told, amounted to $120.00. the game tonight.
Sheldon immediately after the

NEW ROMANCE

Page Three

the new colored slickers at $5.00
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THE VENDA
Wool hose, scarves, caps
and sweaters for
cold days
See our assortment
To-day

KODAKS AND KODAK
FILMS
QUALITY DEVELOPING
AND PRINTING

OTT DRUG CO.
THE REXAL STORE

| ■ WHHHHHHHHI **** ■ *** *****
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THE WAFFLE SHOP
OUR WAFFLE SHOP
YOUR WAFFLE SHOP
"A TRIAL WILL BRING YOU BACK"

CANDYLAND
Next to New Virginia Theatre.
GOOD CANDIES OF ALL SORTS
TAKE SOME TO YOUR ROOMMATE

rT

THE

Page Four
THE GLEAMING WHITE

PROFITABLE INTERRUPTIONS

1

-*•■
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"Princess Alexander Only Shingled
Frances—"Why does a cat whine?"
Dykes—"If you had as many violin Lady of British Royalty." This i3
the way a headline in a newspaper
The Sesquicentennial International strings'in you as a cat has, you would
reads. It is noted that at all formal
Exposition issues a news bulletin whine too."
dinners at Buckingham ^Palace the
semiweekly at Independence Square,
Emma—"! hunted in the library Princess always wears her "evening
Philadelphia^. Pennsylvania. One of
for
a period this morning."
locks." This is probably due.to the
the interesting stories grown*"out of
fact
that Queen Mary seems to dis
Katie—"I
can
show
you
one
right
the exposition in 1876 is about the
approve of bobs for girls who have
here
in
this
book.
"
rise and triumph of the soft boiled
passed their teens.
egg over the mustache. It is told
The majority of people here seem
.as follows by Florence J. Hornstine:
to disagree with the Queen. Otherjpcnr
four
Cftim
GJrmptmoe
nre
j
"Where is the great he-man of yeswise there wouldn't be so many shinter-year, flourishing his large, bristly, 200%hcctB lOOdhiurlopffi
gled
girls around here.
over-hanging mustache? Gone, with

EGG VERSUS MUSTACHE

Grimy and weary Abner Green,
They were all sitting in the classfonitor, locked the door of the misroom.
The professor was talking
sion school- and joined the home-gowisely
on
some "subject or other. Ocers who jostled each other on the
casionally
a reply was made or a sugnarrow pavement. No youth was iO
gestion
given.
But the professor
the face of Abner. He glanced up at
the sky which stretched from one was doomed to be interrupted. He
building top to the other, gray. The was not allowed to continue, uninterdays were getting shprter. Between rupted, imparting wise knowledge to
two distant chimneys a puff of pink- his students who Were so eagerly
ish cloud snuggled an instant and set-king it."
The door opened. A great big man
faded.
Abner thought of his wife,
•
1
the smoky grayness of her surround- (or so he looked to the smaller stu- the coming of the soft-boiled egg, or
The path leads to the gym then to
ings, the tiredness in her face. He dents)' with a jolly, smiling face, at least such is the tale of the days
Sheldon.
of
the
Centennial
Exposition
in
Philathought of a florist's -window filled' looked in. He held a small brown
GOOD Quality White Bond Paper
With white narcissus which he had! object in his hand. But no one in delphia in 1876; a tale which is being
with your name and address printed in either black or blue ink. If deueen that morning, and letting thej there had lost such an object. So revived in Philadelphia, now that the
**************************
aired will substitute 100 folded sheets
for the 200 single sheets.
' five-thirty trolley pass on he turned j the big smiling man went out and present-day city plans the Sesquicentennial International Exposition,
RINKER PRINTING CO.
his steps in the direction of the shop, closed the door,
Box 248
BRIDGEWATER, VA.
The little professor (for he wasn't which opens June 1 and closes Decthe idea of the gift animating his
FOR TOILET GOODS
Harrisonburg Agent
big)
started
to
continue.
But
alas,
ember
1,
1926.
face.
/
We
furnish everything that *
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Again the door
In those days beyond recall, when
As he turned corners the streets he was doomed.
good
taste
can demand in fine 1
grew broader and better lighted. opened. Again the great big man on the bill of fare one read "eggs,"
Toilet
Goods
and everything
The brilliance of a shoe-display win came in. This time he left the little custom demanded them fried or hard- **************************
that
we
sell
has
been selected
dow attracted his attention and he brown object with one of the light- boiled. They were ordered by twos,
carefully
for
Quality.
Buy
J
Expert
Operators
All
Branches
j
paused to gaze at the marvelous haired girls (Is it true that "Gentle- threes or fours. The price was incihere
and
save
money.
dental to the pleasure thereof.
creations of satin and velvet designed men Prefer Blondes"?) »
Surely the little professor could
for the feet of frivolous women. A
WILLIAMSONS
So many visitors came to Philadel- I Valley Beauty Shoppe % *
really
continue
his
discourse
now.
pair of white satin pumps shone on
phia during the Centennial that the
Sipe
Building
Pharmacy
Phone 574
* Harrisonburg's
the highest pedestal. Abner remem- But no. Again the big man ap- task of feeding these millions rapid*
*
bered that foolish desire Anna had proached. He was smiling broader ly, proved to be a serious problem. ************************** **************************
possessed as a young wife to own a than he had previously done. That The mysteries of the uilinary arts
pair of white satin pumps. As if a time someone came with him. She were delved into, for all the wants ************************** **************************
janitor's wife were not fortunate to had come to reclaim her little brown of the epicurean had to be catered to,
Old Pictures Copied
X *
have a pair of brogues.
A fit of coin purse.
and Enlarged
*
and in the shortest time possible.
craziness seized Abner, or at least so
Oil and Pastelle Colors
*
The bustle of Centennial life was
thought the proprietor of the StOrS
ON A MONDAY NIGHT
HESS & ROLAND
at its highest. Time was fleeting and
BEST SHOES
who was about to close up when a
the accomplishment of boiling an egg
STUDIO»
workingman came in and purchased
AND.
'Twas once upon a time on a Mon- to the height of its capacity was a
Open Day and Night
a pair of white satin pumps and size day night, January 11, in the year lengthy one. It occurred to one enMiller Ney Building 18 Main St
BEST PRICES
three and a half at that!
1926. Twas in one of the largest terprising restaurateur to dispense
Harrisonburg. Va.
John Drusell, bank clerk, was also buildings in that group of buildings. with the conventions of the cuisine
Prompt Attention Given to
going home, but reluctantly.
The All around, outside of that building, and serve his eggs -a la soft-boiled.
Mail Orders.
seventh serious quarrel between him and the others, the ground was white
The experiment was successful be*
and his wife of three months had with snow.
EXPERT REPAIR WORK
8
hour
Kodak Service
*
yond
expectations.
The
affiliation
taken place that morning.
Fay
*
On this Monday night in the year of the mustache, for the soft-boiled
************************** •*******#*********#*******
seemed to think that as a married 1926 a young girl went in her room
It proved to
woman she could run around as much soon after dinner. She closed the egg was remarkable.
as a debutante, but he balked on this door and crossed to the table. Sit- be a battle of wits, the mustache or
*****************************************************
the
soft-boiled egg,
. .
,
.. ,
,
tilt: 3IHI-UUKVU
■ - - • and
****** hirsute
«.»■—— ap—r
last dance. For an offering he turn- ting there with
only one light burn^^ tQ ^ cnyiag8 f
ed to a florist's shop.
Narcissus, ing, she read quietly for-a long time. »
*
^ ■ Such ^ ^ £
white, fragrant, filled the small In the halls and other rooms there
/? NATIONWIDE
mor of fate that,the mustache had to,
room.
Peaceful narcissus.
John was quiet also.
Everything was relinquish the field in favor of the
INSTITUTIONselected a short stemmed bunch mix- quiet. Even the snow outside the
ed with fern.
window was quiet.
And the snow eggTell-tale pictures of the table eti. "If you don't mind, sir, I'll just pul was white.
quette
of the period between the
them in this shoe box. Its the onlyINC.
This young lady rose, walked to
Civil
War
and the Centennial,
one that fits," said the clerk.
the door.
Then the stillness was
"Perfectly all right."
broken.
Calls for help startled brought to light, reveal, some such
John and Abner caught the same those in nearby' rooms.
Running scene as the following: The two eltrolly and sat down side by side on feet were heard. Anxious faces ap- bows of a comfortably seated person
the only vacant seat. . John pulled peared. A man was called. As in propped on a table, the little finger
two papers out of his pocket.
He the days of old, he hurried to help of the right hand raised heavenward
offered the morning journal to Abner the lady. With the aid of a knife, as. the other fingers manipulate the
and read the evening one himself. he rescued the young lady from her peeling of the shell from a hard-boilApproaching the poorest section of temporary unlooked for imprison- ed egg.
Scores of the most expert buyers in America have
the city Abner folded the paper and ment.
Then comes the dipping of the egg
been busy for the past months preparing our stores for
handed it to John with a "Thank
So the night watchman opened the in a dish of salt, a goodly quantity of
you." He picked up his box and door.
the demands of this period of the year. Every train now
Hilda was free once more. pepper added thereto, a third of the
left the car.
egg
bitten
into
and
a
generous
poris bringing in the results of their work. The large purAnd quiet reigned in the big buildAbner slowly climbed the stairs ing.
tion of the buttered bread eaten to
chases we make to supply our 676 stores have secured
in the tenement house. He couldn't
complete the ensemble.
you many savings.
smell a thing frying and he wondered
The procedure it is hoped, was
USE
IT
what Anna had for supper.
more enjoyable than it tended to the
A neighbor woman met him at the
artistic.
"Keep
nothing
that
is
not
of
use."
door, her eyes red.
Enterprising restaurateurs will aNo,
Benjamin
Franklin
didn't
say
"Poor Mrs. Green.
She's been
gain
have to look to their laurels,. *****************************************************
that.
If
I
remember
correctly
my
mighty sick," she burst into tears.
With
the coming of fifty million vislittle,
old
lace-capped
grandmother
"Why what's the matter?" Abner
put the box on the kitchen table. preached that at spring house Clean- itors to the Sesquicentennial Inter"Poor Mrs. Green has passed ing. "Anything you can't use put national Exposition, will come folks ************************** **************************
*
of varied temperaments and likes and
in the corner and burn. "
away.
|
COLLEGE GIRLS
% i Watches, Diamonds, Sildislikes.
Such
statements
are
of
use
in
winSafin shoes! Anna—. With clumsy
* Headquarters for Pillows, j
verware, and Novelty
What dish will bid welcome to the jjj Pennants, Stationery, Books and * &
fingers Abner undid the package. ter as well as in spring. I've been
fame
of
the
favorites?
What
radical
wondering
what's
the
use
of
all
this
*
General
Supplies.
Films
devel*
Jewelry
Narcissus, deathly, pure, white sent
snow. Surely we can't make it all changes will be marked in fashions j oped and printed in 24 hours, jjj
their fragrance into the room.
C Leave them before 5 p. m. and jjj | Special Attention Given to
"Now ain't they lovely," and the into snow cream. Even if we could for men or dispositions of women?
they will be ready following day *
Will
the
lowiy
"hot
dog"
perchance
eat it all, the cost of the sugar, milk,
Repair Work
neighbor woman wept afresh.
at 4:30 p. m.
John Drusell found a wife curled and vanilla would far exceed the come into its own, by virtue of the
limits of our pocket books.
speed provided in its preparation, and
up on the divan sulking.
120 South Main Street
*
will conventionality be vanquished
Did
someone
suggest
snow
men?
"Fay, I'm awfully sorry we have to
. "On the Square"
"The Comfortable Place
t
quarrel so much," he kissed her Oh, snow men are out of style. Be- by the tastes of the epicure?
cheek, gave her the box,, and sat sides they are so cold hearted.
to Shop"
% J H. T. C. RINGS AND PINS
As far as we can see snow in such
i
down at the other end of the divan.
M M M v M JLJUL MMMJIMMM v w aMMi
FREE BLANK VERSE
************************** M.**MJUyi
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quantities
is
of
no
material
use.
"Peace offering!
A man always
brings a woman flowers—or candy-- Then pile it in the corner and burn When there's lots o'noise
it.
***************************************************
to make up," Fay pouted.
And jiot any boys;
M. Kelly
The cover off and the tissue paper
When, the typewriter's bum
lifted a tiny pair of white satin
And the words won't come;
LITERARY WORK REpumps were revealed.
When your mii)d won't work
"Dance pumps! Adorable. John,
And you don't know what to do;
SUMED
you darling. Then you will go to
When you think you haven't a friend
The Laniec* Lee and Page literary
the dance tonight and you won't get
in the world
to be a crabby old hubby with house societies held their regular meetings
slippers and a paper. I am so sorry on Friday, January 8. There were no And your mind's all in a whorl;
programs as each society had quite I'd call it a day
I fussed. Oh, I love you so."
IN
That evening John stood by and a little business to be attended to.
And put all my work away,
And climb in my bed
watched the tripping, dancing feet
Lots of pep, high spirits, good yell- And cover up my head.
of Fay and puzzled over the gods who
They spell "support" to the Just dream my troubles away
change narcissus into dance pumps ing.
iQIUUuuyyyyyyyyyyyuuuuutAi
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Varsity.
And get ready for another day.
and pouts into beaming smiles.

11.00,

I

WILLIAMSON'S

I Yager's Shoe Store

enney

DEPARTMENT STORES

j The Newer Things
I In Apparel

Harrisonburg's Busiest Store

VALLEY BOOK HOP \

V

| D. C. DEVIER & SON

. '

NEW VIRGINIA THEATRE
MONDAY, JANUARY 18th
Marion Davies

JANICE MEREDITH

■

